ON SALE NOW 215 -

SMALL LIST, SMALL PRICES
This is a tiny list, as you know I have been
away on holidays and I am gently easing

5. 6d ULTRAMARINE SG 9, First Watermark in mint unhinged condition,
bright fresh colour, has very good centring ……………………………....$399.00

myself back work.. Slowly!
AUSTRALIAN STATES

1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1897 Consumptive Homes set
ASC 79-80, a mint set, sadly the 2/6 has a thin and the
1/- has very minor toning. This is one of my favourite
sets of stamps ever issued………………………..$119.00

6. 10/- GREY PINK SG 112, Small multiple Wmk. A lovely fresh well centred
example, bargain…………….….$469.00

7. SPECIMEN SET Third Watermark type B, fresh bright
colours full set (3) mint without gum………….….$499.00

KGV
8. G22 ROSE RED BW 71Lca, A superb fine used example with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, a rare variety on
this stamp showing dry inc, Cat is $175 for……..$119.00
9. G23 CRIMSON BW 71N superb fine used, with a Dr
Scott Starling Certificate for ………………………..$69.00
10. G25 TERRACOTTA BW 71Qbb a perforated OS example fine used with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, a
rare shade…………………………………………….. $135.00
11. G25 DEEP TERRACOTTA BW 71Qbb a perforated
OS example heavy postmark used with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, a rare shade……….……………….$79.00

2. VICTORIA 1897 Charity, ASC 79-80 a mint set, the
1d value is actually unhinged, the pair is just…..$129.00

12. G27A DEEP PINK SLAMON EOSIN BW 71SA with Michael Drury certificate, fine used but top left corner
short so priced very attractively at
……………………………………$ 699.00

KANGAROOS
3. 3D YELLOW-OLIVE
SG 5, Die 1,
unhinged mint and a very scarce
stamp as shown 10/10 stamp.. $319.00

4. 5d CHESTNUT SG 8, First Watermark
in mint unhinged superbly fresh original
gum for……………………………….$229.00

13. G27A PINK SLAMON EOSIN BW
71SA with Michael Drury certificate,
fine used, a most attractive stamp ,
fill in that space today …….$1,199.00

14. G68 ROSINE BW 72lbb, a mint
unhinged perforated OS example,
with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate a
rare shade as shown………... $449.00

15. G68 RED-ROSINE BW 72la fine
used with watermark inverted fine
used with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, Cat. $900 and a rare…...$699.00

16. G70 DEEP-ROSINE BW 72Jbb, fine
used perforated OS example of this
rare shade for…………………...$169.00

17. G70 1/2 PALE LILAC ROSE BW
72KAbb, perforated OS rounded corner, Cat. $500 used, with a Dr Scott
Starling Certificate, rare
shade……………………………..$169.00
18. G70 1/2 DAMSON BW 72K, fine
used has a rounded corner with a Dr
Scott Starling Certificate, a rare shade
for ……………..………………….$129.00

19. G71 DEEP PLUM BW 72lbb, fine used perforated
OS has perf faults, with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate,
a rare and strong and deep shade for ………….... $99.00

20. G71 PLUM BW 72L, fine used has
minor perf faults, with a Michael Drury
Certificate, a rare shade for …$175.00

21. G76 RED-BROWN BW 720(1)f, die
2 used, rounded corner with a Dr
Scott Starling Certificate, a rare
shade for …………................. $149.00
22. G76 RED-BROWN BW 720 a fine used example of
this rare shad e with a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, a
rare shade for …………........................................$75.00

23. G77 MAROON BW 72R a fine used
example of this shade with a Michael
Drury certificate, a scarce shade for
…………................................... $99.00

24. G77 MAROON BW 72R a used example with a small
thin, this scarce shade has a Dr Scott Starling Certificate, for ………………………….…......................... $59.00
25. 4d LIME –YELLOW BW 110D used with a Late Fee
cancel, a rare stamp with a Michael Drury Certificate
and well priced at …………………………………… $375.00
26. 4d LEMON SG22b, mint unhinged
and superbly fresh for...……..$429.00

COLLECTIONS

27. FRANCE 1849-2008, in an illustrated Scott Album
and Binder. The collection is a mixture of mint and fine
used and does contain some very fine examples. I noted—SG 4 15c £1200, SG 18 1f Carmine-brown £1200,
SG 131 5f Lilac-grey fine used, has a minor bend cat is
£1300, in fact there are 24 Ceres heads and 23 Napoleon heads a mixture of mint and fine used. The collector
has typed Scott pages and added the stamps collected
after 1954 and supplied mounts where the stamps are
included mint. This is a beautiful collection to add to,
the quality of the stamps is excellent for the period and
album is in first class condition and does not need replacing. If you have a reasonable collection of France
and wish to buy a lot of very early rare stamps with a
Catalogue value of more than £8,500++ (Aust.
$13,000+++) and simply take out what you need and on
sell the balance to help fund the purchase. I would estimate that the collection is approximately 75% complete
for the period in this album. A real bargain for a reseller as well………………………………………...$1,399.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of new stock just in, try a box today!
28. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
29. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
30. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
If you want a box made up to another value, just ask!
For those who have never purchased a mystery box,
they can contain one-country collections; stamps from
lots of different countries, both old and modern and
mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps onand off- paper; duplicated stamps so you can check for
varieties; whole albums; stock-books full and empty;
catalogues....the list goes on and on, no two boxes are
ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

COLLECTIONS
31. GREAT BRITAIN BOOKLETS 41 all Different Prestige larger style booklets covering the period 1990’s to
2013. Face value of the stamps alone is more than
£445 (Aust. $740) bargain less than half face….$349.00
36. 1925 NEW GUINEA SG 125-36 Native Huts, a complete mint mint lightly hinged and very fresh set includes the three shades of the 6d, ……………….$349.00

32. UNITED STATES 5 x Volume collection covering
the period 1847-1970. Some of the collection is mounted on Harris illustrated pages and the vast majority is
beautifully typed up on quality album pages in superb
condition, 3 ring binders, Royal blue and black binders.
There are numerous extras in this fine lot including almost 100 assorted covers 1880’s-1930’s period!! A mixture of mint and used stamps, duplication with massive
shade varieties. In the early albums I noted 1869 SG
115-118 £260, 1893 Columbia sets to 50c used, 50c has
a thin, £490, 1898 Trans Mississippi Exposition to 50c
fine sed (50c has ASDA cert) £360, 1901 Pan-American
sets SG 300-5 used £140, 1904 Lousiana Exp. Set set
used SG 330-4 Cat. £100, 1907 Jamestown set mint and
used £290, Franklin SG 526 fine used £300. 1929 Kansas and Nebraska SG 6655-676 both sets mint complete (22) Cat. £650, coils, varieties, pre-cancels, private perfins, covers early volume has almost 100 different including mostly commercial mail, blocks, miniature
sheets, mint and used examples throughout, shades
etc., Volume one has more than £4,000++++ (Aust
$6,500) in catalogue value just in the first volume
stamps only. This is a wonderful collection even if you
already had a USA collection, the postmarks, shades,
perfins blocks, imprints etc. are included in huge volumes, so a real gift, great for the reseller ..…$1,399.00

37. NEW GUINEA 1931 Huts overprinted Airmail SG 137
-49, a complete mint lightly hinged fresh set….$219.00
38. NEW GUINEA 1931 Dated birds overprinted Airmail
a complete set SG 163-76, bargain at …………$199.00
39. 1932 NEW GUINEA SG 177-189 undated birds set
complete and mint lightly hinged, very fresh…..$199.00
40. NEW GUINEA 1932 Undated Birds overprinted Airmail a complete set (15) SG 190-203, mint lightly
hinged and very fresh for just……………………..$179.00
41. NEW GUINEA SG 031-041, 1931 dated birds set
overprinted OS, (13) fresh complete set………..$139.00
42. NEW GUINEA SG 042-54, 1932 undated birds set
overprinted OS, (13)fresh complete set………...$209.00

33. UNITED STATES 6 x Volume collection covering
the period 1970-2013, in fact part two to the lot above.
Some of the later section is very sparce, mostly fine
used full and part sets. The 1970-98 (4 volumes) contains a lot of mint unhinged stamps with a US face of
much more than $1,400 (Aust. $1,800+) there are numerous covers 170++. This lot is an absolute bargain
as basically all the used stamps and first day covers
are free and the mint decimals are less than half face,
the lot bargain price for just………………………. $899.00

43. 1932 PICTORIALS SG 130-145, the complete mint
lightly hinged set includes both shades on the 1/2d value very fresh gum, great set, nice price…………$299.00

34. UNITED STATES lots 32 and 33 together come to
$2,298.00 but if you buy the two make it just…$1,999.00

44. PAPUA 1931 OS complete set of 12 SG 055-66 a
complete mint lightly hinged………………….……..$79.00

BRITISH COMMONWEALTH

AUSTRALIA

35 .NEW GUINEA 1915
GRI Registration Label
Rabaul, SG 33, with BPA
certificate, stating genuine, this stamp is mint
lightly hinged and I have not owned one for quite a
while, on other lists for $325+, cheap price ..….$179.00

45. 1/- LARGE LYRE SG
140 perforated VG, 2 x
mint unhinged condition
and the two top units are
very lightly hinged, a superbly fresh block, scan
reduced in size, large lyre
issue for…………...$159.00

